Traumatic Anterior Dislocation of the Knee Without Any Neurovascular Complication – Case Report
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Abstract

We are reporting a case of traumatic anterior dislocation of the left knee without any neurovascular complication. To our knowledge, such complete dislocation without involvement of popliteal artery and/or peroneal nerve has not been reported before however similar cases are reported after total knee replacement with and without neurovascular compromise. This injury was recognized and treated promptly with rehabilitation commencing early, resulting in a good functional outcome. We discuss the possible injury mechanism and management of this unusual case.
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Introduction

Acute dislocation of the knee is a limb threatening injury that often results in extensive soft-tissue damage and disruption of the popliteal blood vessels [1-5].

We are reporting a case of an anterior dislocation of the knee in association with disruption of the soft tissues envelop, capsule and anterior cruciate ligament without involvement of popliteal vessels, and the common peroneal nerve. We are not aware of any other reports of such a combination of injuries. However similar cases are reported after total knee replacement with and without neurovascular compromise [6,7].

Case Report

A 38-year-old man, laborer, suffered a hyperextension injury when his left leg was hit by stones coming down from height. It took the patient 4½ hours to reach our hospital in an ambulance. His limb had been supported by a Cramer wire splint by the ambulance attendant. On admission, obvious deformity and swelling of the leg were noted; the ankle pulses were well palpable and there was no foot drop with normal sensation in the distribution of the common peroneal nerve. The injury was closed, with no other systems involved. Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs confirmed an anteriorly dislocated knee (Figure 1).

Prompt reduction (around 1 hours after reaching hospital) and immobilization done (Figure 2). The leg was placed in an above-knee back slab. Patient was kept under observation for development of any compartment syndrome or other vascular and neurological symptom for 3 days. MRI done at this time showed grade III tear of ACL and grade II tear of MCL. There was no meniscus injury. Conservative treatment with cast immobilization for MCL was planned according to protocol described by Indelicato P.A [8].

Patient was followed-up at 1 week, 3 weeks, 6 weeks and 3 months and monthly thereafter. At 1 week follow-up slab was converted in cast. This cast was removed at 6 weeks. Clinical examination after removal of this cast showed restricted knee range of motion (0 to 70 degrees) Minimal laxity on varus valgus, anterior drawer and Lachman testing. Patient was put on rehabilitation protocol as describe by Ahn et al. [9] patient showed progressive improvement in knee range of motion and knee stability.

Patient returned to his work at 4th month. There was no pain and limitation of movement at latest follow-up (1 year). Now we are following him up for development of any symptoms of ACL deficiency or progression of osteoarthritis every 3 month interval.

Figure 1: X-Ray AP and Lat view of left knee showing anterior dislocation.
Discussion

The exact mechanism responsible for knee dislocation with disruption of knee ligaments without popliteal vessels, and the common peroneal nerve was not clear. It was a high-energy blunt injury; the disruption of knee ligaments without popliteal vessels, and the proximal tibia was then trapped between the stone below and above the leg and patient fall backward with knee went in hyperextension. The momentum caused the knee to hyperextend thus dislocating and disrupting ligaments. Immediate reduction and maintenance of reduced position initially to avoid any neurovascular complication with planned management of the torn ligaments is the internationally accepted treatment of choice.

Prompt recognition of any associated popliteal artery disruption and early revascularization is vital for successful functional results [5,10]. Arteriography is recommended in all cases of knee dislocation with absent or feeble distal pulses. [11].

People who are young and those with sports-related injuries usually have a better prognosis. A retrospective study on a series of 29 acute knee dislocations over a period of 6 years concluded that operative treatment of all the torn structures ensured the best overall knee function with better knee stability and patient satisfaction [12].

Although the differences between early and delayed repair were small, the outcomes in terms of overall knee function, activity levels and anterior tibial translation were better in the knees reconstructed within 2 weeks of injury [13].

In our patient, the injury was severe. Immediate identification and prompt reduction had prevented catastrophic neurovascular complication. Regular follow-up of patient with proper physiotherapy gave good function even with conservative treatment.

It is important to be aware that most common component of such injuries are simultaneous disruption of all soft tissue including nerves, vessels and ligaments, leading to a devastating outcome. Even if vessels and nerves are not involved in initial stage; chances of thrombosis and edema is always there, so immediate identification and prompt reduction is necessary. This case presented the same spectrum of knee ligament disruption, without popliteal artery and common peroneal nerve injuries. This was promptly recognized and thus achieving an eventual good functional result. Such serious injuries require awareness and a team approach to achieve a favorable outcome.
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